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Historic Demand for Tech
The last two years have seen a historic demand for tech, with the global pandemic
driving digital transformation at a rate of nearly 3-4 years ahead of where most
companies thought they would be. In most cases, tech is not only an infrastructure
solution, but also, a new product driver and source of new customer growth.

A Special Callout to Audio:
Audiences are embracing audio more

From a consumer perspective, this growth is seen in the retail sector with revenue

than ever. With podcasts, news, sports,

for the tech industry set to reach a record-breaking $487 billion by the end of 2021

and music, audio draws us in and perks up

– a 7.5% jump year-over-year from 2020.¹

our ears and minds. According to the CTA,
Wireless listening devices such as Apple

This year, CES presented a hybrid offering-- with 1,800 exhibitors expected and
opportunities for digital engagement throughout it's virtual platform.

Airpods and Samsung Galaxy Buds continue
to see strong growth with 88 million units
expected to ship in 2021, representing $8.7
billion in revenue (an 8% increase).

CES demonstrated technologies that touch nearly every aspect of
consumer lives.

From what we eat (food tech) to how we rest (sleep

tech) to where we live (connected cities) to how we stay well (health tech),
travel

(transportation),

play

(entertainment

tech),

spend

(fintech),

communicate (data tech), and even dream for our future (space tech). Let’s look
now at five trends demonstrating how tech drives our world.

This year’s trends paper features special
callouts on audio in partnership with
Audacy, a leading audio content and
entertainment company. They connect with
fans on their morning commutes, at home

“The pandemic strengthened consumers’ relationship with
technology forever.”
— Gary Shapiro

on smart speakers, and in all the moments
that matter with favorited hosts, shows and
music.

President and CEO, CTA

About StoryTech:
Keeping up with the pace of change in technology plus media is fundamental in
understanding evolving consumer behavior and tastes. This is the foundation of
the work we do for storytellers—whether they be brands, advertising agencies,
networks, studios or new-model content companies.
StoryTech is an experiential marketing firm that pairs brands, storytellers and
technology companies to create great experiences. We facilitate networking,
business growth and learning through the experiences we create.
© 2022 StoryTech. Trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
All rights reserved.

TECH DRIVES – More Immersive Entertainment
Entertainment Converges in the Metaverse

“The next three years are going to be critical for all
the metaverse-aspiring companies like Epic,
Roblox, Microsoft [and] Facebook. It’s kind of a
race to get to a billion users. Whoever brings on a
billion users first would be the presumed leader in
setting the standards.”
-Tim Sweeney, CEO of Epic Games³

In October of 2021, Facebook changed its name to Meta. Less than
one month later at the Ignite Conference, Microsoft launched its
first iteration of Corporate metaverse featuring 3D AI-enabled
avatars and immersive workspaces.
Neal Stephenson is
credited with creating the term “metaverse” in his popular
science fiction novel “Snow Crash” which featured avatars
connecting in 3D virtual reality environments. The term metaverse
(sometimes called omniverse or simply "the verse") has come to
refer to an online virtual space where people can connect using
AR, VR, XR 3D holographic and other virtual technologies.
While metaverse has become a major buzz word over the past
year, it has been around for some time via online games like
Roblox, Fortnite and Minecraft, which previously hosted massive
group entertainment experiences including concerts attended
virtually and simultaneously by over one million fans.

NFTs and Blockchain Bring Commerce to the
Metaverse
The NFT world exploded on March 11, 2021, when the artist Beeple
sold an NFT of his digital artwork for $69.3 million at Christies.
Other significant NFT sales followed, including Jack Dorsey’s first
tweet ($2.9 million)⁴, Hashmasks (living art collectible created by
over 70 artists--$16 million), and Hairy by Steve Aoki (including a
clip of Aoki’s music and animated figure--$888,888.88)⁵. The recent
media frenzy has brought blockchain to the forefront of content
creators' minds. In the blockchain world, NFTs are generally used
for collectibles like art, baseball cards, music or game elements.
Videos and other NFTs that change over time (programmable
NFTs) are the likely next frontier. In November 2021, Beeple
released, Human One, a life-sized 3D video sculpture, calling it
“the first portrait of a human born in the metaverse.” It will update
constantly, and according to Beeple, respond to current events.⁶

Currently, a number of companies are engaged in an ongoing race
to own their version of "the Verse." Niantic, the creators of
‘Pokemon Go’ are bringing the company’s real time mapping tech to
developers to allow the creation of more multiplayer AR
experiences that focus on engaging players with digital assets that
map to the real world. Niantic’s strategy assumes all these apps
will eventually connect, creating their own augmented gameNIANTIC
filled environment.

Aside from the huge cash payouts grabbing headlines, NFTs will
play a critical role in fueling commerce in the Metaverse. While in
the past, consumers could buy digital assets from games and
entertainment spaces, it was a one-way transaction. NFTs
allow consumers to sell digital assets like game assets, avatar skins
and more to one another. NFTs are also a key component of the
hot new watch-to-earn and play-to-earn trends in gaming and other
entertainment, where customers are rewarded via NFTs or
bitcoin for consuming entertainment.

Gaming engines, the collection of programming or design tools
used to create computer generated graphics, are really the stars of
the metaverse, as the line between games, virtual environments
and immersive workspaces blur. Epic Games Unreal Engine
has famously powered Fortnite with an entire economy built on
the creation of assets for the game. Unity’s gaming engine is at
the heart of Niantic’s platform, and it’s not just about software.
Qualcomm Technologies' recently announced XR developer
platform Snapdragon Spaces, a developer kit designed to create
immersive experiences for head-worn augmented reality (AR)
devices, blurring the line between physical and digital worlds. The
race to own the metaverse is on.²

Audio As an Immersive Experience
Audio has been trending upwards for the past several years. 62% of
the US 12+ population listen to online audio for an average of over
16 hours every week. The biggest push is coming from social audio
apps like Clubhouse. By 2022 this average listening time is
expected to rise by over 1.5 hours per day. The steady growth
is in part from the rising popularity of podcasts. According to a
recent study by eMarketer, over half of digital audio listeners are
listening to podcasts.⁷
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AtomicForum.com

Entertainment Goes Experiential
Driven in part by pandemic lockdown-fueled television binge
watching, consumers have demonstrated a new hunger for
experiential forms of entertainment. Hence the rise of experiential
entertainment and marketing. These activities tend to be in-person,
involve art or music, and utilize technology to help consumers move
from content voyeurs to content participants. Some examples
include the incredibly successful Immersive Van Gogh exhibit
which surrounds audiences with audiovisual representations of
the great artist’s work—giving them the sense they are
walking through the paintings. Similarily, the Art & Tech
show at the Infinity Festival in Hollywood which combined
building sized AR images with holography, NFTs, blockchain
and other technologies. New apps like Fever help consumers
find special activities in their city such as popups, cultural events,
tasting events, performances and festivals.

The Wave by Atomic Form is a 4K LCD IPS display that
allows users to show off their verifiably owned NFTs.
Televisions are likely to also prove important display
monitors for NFTs and other digital purchases.

AWS first major art commission: “me + you”
at the Smithsonian

nftnewstoday.com

Even the US Postal Service has gotten into the NFT game
with their collectable stamp NFTs.
si.ed

Studies show that experiences make us happier than objects,
and companies that focus on experience over products have 25%
greater consumer loyalty.⁸

Voxel Bridge, created by Columbian artist Jessica
Angel, is a huge public experiential art project
mounted beneath a bridge. Visitors use their smart
phones to explore three simultaneous realities:
the real world, the AR world and the blockchain
technology world. Via the app, the space morphs into
a multi-dimensional sensory experience.¹⁰

A recent study conducted by Audacy used
biometric sensors in smart watches to measure
physical response to various forms of media.
Based on this data, Audacy determined that audio
is more immersive and engaging than Digital Video,
Linear TV and Social Media.⁹
Alter Agents, Oct. 2020

dailyhive.com
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TECH DRIVES –Healthcare at Home
Consumers Stay Home for Healthcare
Wellness is a rising priority within the $1.5 trillion wellness market, with nearly 50% of US consumers stating wellness is more important to them
now than two to three years ago.¹¹ Stringent pandemic requirements and long waits for appointments meant that consumers turned to
technology and other trusted sources to meet their healthcare needs. As we consider pandemic behaviors likely to continue over the next few
years, minimizing trips outside the home for healthcare seems likely to become a permanent solution.

Fitness Tech

The Doctor Will See you (Virtually) Now

MINDBODY gyms have seen a 400% increase in digital bookings
since the beginning of the pandemic. Despite the fact the gyms
have reopened, many of the digital bookings have remained either
replacing or supplementing in-person classes. ¹²

During the pandemic, consumers turned towards virtual doctor visits.
Even though wait times and restrictions at in-person medical
offices and clinics are improving, consumers are using virtual visits
more than ever. From 2019 to 2020, the percentage of consumers
using virtual visits increased from 15-19%. In April of 2020 this
number jumped to 28% with 80% saying they are likely to have
another virtual visit even after the pandemic recedes.¹⁵

The home fitness equipment and wearables markets
continued to grow in 2021. These tools are trending
beyond mere measurement to improving workout
performance. Sonic Fit is a connected exercise mat
that generates low frequency vibrations (10-20 Hz)
which are transmitted to the user’s body increasing
efficiency by 30%.

As Americans are getting older and living longer, the country is now
facing what has been called the “silver tsunami.” This has led to
an increased need for caregiving within the home. According to a
report by the National Alliance for Caregiving and the AARP Public
Policy Institute, over 50 million Americans are caring for relatives
and friends (mostly over the age of 65) without pay. 61 percent of
these caregivers have jobs other than being a caregiver.¹⁶

More Consumers are using Apps and Tech to
Track and Keep Their Health
According to a recent Deloitte study, 42% of consumers said they
were comfortable using a digital app or tracker to measure their
improvement and track fitness, and 28% were willing to use tech to
monitor diagnostics such as blood sugar, blood pressure,
respiratory function, heart rhythm and stress. Among users of this
tech, over 75% said they felt it improved their behavior at least
somewhat. Along with willingness to use the apps themselves,
consumers expressed an increased willingness to use at-home
self-diagnostic tests (with one-third to one-half comfortable with
the tech.) And during COVID-19, consumers expressed greater
willingness to share tracked data with their healthcare providers,
emergency services, family or insurance company.¹⁷

ces.tec/Innovation-Awards

Consumers turn to Podcasts for Health and
Wellness Advice

Mobile Wellness Apps Had over one billion downloads in
2021.¹⁸

Podcast listeners have grown nearly 30% in the past three years.
The fastest growing group of podcast listeners is Older Americans
(up over 18% in just one year). Health and wellness podcast
listening is one of the fastest growing segments--up 31% over
2019. Influencers have become a deeply important part of the
wellness community with 10-15% of consumers following social
media influencers and buying products based on their
recommendations.¹³
Consumers young and old consider
podcasting a trusted source for health advice, and Millennial and
Gen-Z consumers list it among their most trusted sources for
information and recommendations.¹⁴

There will be a Continued Focus on Mental
Health
The pandemic drove an unprecedented demand for mental health
services, with a survey from the National Council of Behavioral
Health reporting that over 50% of behavioral health organizations
were in greater demand. This led to a surge in telepsychiatry that is
expected to continue well past 2021. In addition, this has led to the
availability of
3
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mental health services over a wider socioeconomic spectrum than
before, with self-help apps, podcasts and other products bringing
larger numbers of people to therapy as opposed to replacing it.¹⁹

Healium’s products use AR along with sensor
technology to offer elite performers brain and
heart rate training for self-regulation allowing them
to enjoy greater focus, lower stress and better
performance. It’s like a video game users play with a
smartwatch and/or EEG headband to build resilience
with a powerful drugless biometric XR tool.

Special metaverse products are also being used to improve mental
health. For example, Austin-based Rey provides VR sessions
that help people work through social anxiety challenges in a safe
space. And apps like Tripp combine extended reality(XR) with
meditation techniques, binaural audio, flow-inducing gameplay,
and breath visualization to help manage stress and improve
mood.²⁰

One notable example is Audacy’s “I’m Listening”
platform which seeks to use the power of
talk to save lives. Audacy brings together big
names like Billie Eilish, Lizzo, and Doja Cat, along with
medical specialists, and health and wellness brands in a
live national broadcast conversation sharing authentic
experiences with mental health as well as coping tips
and solutions supporting
the mental health of our
listeners and communities

tryhealium.com

—impacting over 100

Tripp.com

million people to date.

Globally, the mental health app market is
expected to exceed $3 billion by 2027.²¹

Sleep Tech
Sleep tech is one of the hottest
gadget categories, with
everything from circadian health
tracking to smart pillows. For
example, POLA by Ybrain.inc
offers a wearable device that uses
Trigeminal Nerve Stimulation
technology to relieve stress, relax
muscles and improve sleep quality
within 90 seconds.

Ybrain.inc

The Global Women’s HealthTech Awards launched
by CES and the World Bank Group in 2021 aims to
identify and celebrate innovative tech that address
gaps in womens' healthcare and safety within global
markets.²²
4
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TECH DRIVES –A Focus on Ethics (Sustainability, DEI and Social Good)
One major result of the pandemic is “The Great Reset” during which consumers considered what they wanted for themselves, their families
and the planet.²³

Green is More Important Than Ever

The Year of Electric Vehicles

According to Capgemini, “Sustainability is now at the very top of
the C-suite agenda.”²⁴ Coming out of the United Nations Climate
Change Conference (COP26) and fresh from constant “fire and
flood” news cycles, consumers have renewed their desires to make
purchasing decisions that are sustainable and help curb climate
change. More than eight in ten organizations have seen additional
benefits from embracing sustainability--including enhanced brand
reputation, improved efficiency, improved ESG rating, reduced
packaging costs and increased sales.²⁵ Among Gen Z buyers, 54%
list a company’s environmental and social standing as either very
or extremely important in deciding which products and services
to buy. Some important categories to watch include food and
lifestyle, electric vehicle sales, sustainable or zero packaging, and
digitalization, which are all on the rise this year.²⁶

The global electric vehicle fleet has expanded significantly over
the last decade, with improvements in technology and availability
of a wider variety of electric vehicle models helping to drive
consumer and fleet purchase decisions. With gas prices higher
than ever, both consumers and enterprises are moving across to
leasing and buying vehicles that are more economical and follow
the zero-emission vehicle mandates that are being rolled out by
governments across the world.  And with that, new business models
are burgeoning in the EV space. EV Safe Charge is an example
of a company leading the way in providing mobile EV charging to
Mercedes, Audi, Ford, Porsche, and many others. They also work
with automotive dealerships and others to provide DC fast charging
solutions and are pioneering a new (still in stealth-mode) Charging
as a Service (CaaS) solution that promises to be game-changing.

EV Safe Charge - Making It Easy to Go Green The
company invites interested parties to contact them
to learn more about their upcoming new CaaS
launch and existing DC fast charging solutions.

Renewable energy is now cheaper and more plentiful.
Costs for wind and solar plants have dropped 70-89%
over the past five years, and within the next five
years, renewable energy plants will have more
capacity than fossil fuels.²⁷

Blockchain goes green. One of the major criticisms
leveled at blockchain technologies has been the
environmental implications of the mining process
used to validate transactions. Blockchain companies
are greening the process either by using renewable
energy sources during traditional mining, offsetting
mining costs with ecological contributions, or
increasingly, by moving from Proof of Work validation
to Proof of Stake validation and doing away with
mining altogether.

Ethics as a Brand Ethos

Image courtesy of ABB

Many of last year’s NewFronts presentations (a yearly event where
companies show off their upcoming digital content in front of
advertisers) had a focus on ethics. There is a growing understanding
among broadcasters about the importance younger generations
place on brands to do good and stand for something.²⁸ According to
Global MONITOR, 65% of consumers surveyed desire to purchase
from companies that actively promote Diversity, Equity, and
Inclusion (DEI) in their own business or in society as a whole.²⁹ In a
recent study, 75% of consumers felt that the way they were
portrayed in advertising was outdated, with women over targeted
in ads featuring household chores and underrepresented in
categories like automotive.³⁰

64% of internet users surveyed say they will
pay more for eco-friendly products.³¹
coinsutra.com
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consider themselves creators.³⁴ Highly educated Gen Zers
recognize that many traditional careers will be soon obliterated
by AI and automation. Thus, millennials and Gen Z have flocked
towards creative jobs. Over 30% of kids between the ages of eight
and twelve list vlogger or YouTuber among their aspirations—
300% more than wish to be an astronaut.³⁵ At this moment, over
two million creators on Twitch, Instagram and YouTube make
over $100,000--driving over eight billion in marketing spend.

Seven Issues Commanding the Attention
of Generation Z:³²
1

Healthcare

5 Civic Engagement

2

Mental Health

6 Race Equity

3 Higher Education
4

7

The Environment

Economic Security

In August 2020 Audacy
partnered with Veritronic to

Digital-First Shopping Means Consumers CutOut The Middleman.

gauge the impact of its local
audio influencer ads. 60%

Pandemic online shopping, desire to have better support, and
concerns over the environment have led larger and larger numbers
of consumers to cut out the middleman and buy products directly
from growers, manufacturers, and creators. During the pandemic,
companies scrambled to create online purchasing portals for their
goods. Platforms like Kickstarter helped companies develop
relationships with consumers before their products were even
created. And SaaS shopping platforms like Shopify made
connecting directly with consumers easier than ever. What was now
B2C and C2C has become everyone to everyone shopping.

of customers said they felt
a greater connection to a
brand’s message when they
hear their local influencer’s
voice and 65% said they were
more likely to pay attention
to a full radio ad when read by
a familiar voice. 72% of
listeners made a purchase
after hearing about it from
their local Audacy influencer.³⁶

Nike has announced that over the next several years
it intends to grow Direct to Consumer (DTC) sales by
7x from $1 billion to over seven billion.³³

Sierra Nevada Corporation

Space Tech
Concerns for our world
and our environment are
driving interest in
space tech--particularly
for beneficial uses of
outer space such as
disaster management
education, environmental protection, natural resource
management, and strengthening communications infrastructures.³⁷
Sierra Nevada Corporation designed the inflatable LIFE Habitat to
sustain life in outer space for long-duration missions to stations in
low-earth orbit (like the REEF), the moon, Mars and beyond.³⁸

Food Tech
Millennials and Gen Z are bringing their concerns about
ethics to the food they eat. Key advances in 3D printing,
statista.com

Influencers and The Creator Economy Remain
Deeply Important
As more and more consumers buy directly from creators and
manufacturers, influencers remain very important to consumer
buying decisions. More than 50 million people around the world
6

fermentation and molecular biology enable startups to develop
alternative proteins like cultured meat, plant-based meat
alternatives, edible insects and mycoprotein-based foods.
Nutraceuticals (supplements, functional food, medicinal food
and gut microbiome enhancement foods like probiotics) and
personalized foods are also on the rise.³⁹
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TECH DRIVES – Autonomy to the Last Mile
Labor shortages down the supply chain have driven major hyperautomation advances. Hyperautomation refers to an approach that allows
organizations to automate as much of their processes as possible using robotic process automation (RPA), low-code application platforms
(LCAP), artificial intelligence (AI) and virtual assistants.⁴⁰
Rather than taking jobs from people, this automation is filling unmet work needs and speeding up production and delivery. However, as
consumers willingly accept autonomous technology, they are increasingly leery of bias in black-box AI systems and are beginning to demand
transparency in this type of technology.⁴²

Automation Tech
Generative AI was critical in developing drugs and vaccines to
cope with COVID-19.⁴³ Generative AI can also be used in creative
endeavors and has proven extremely valuable in developing
large groups of slightly different NFT art pieces based on a few
simple themes. Self-driving cars and delivery vehicles are
prime examples of autonomous systems that learn from their
test drives without having to be reprogrammed or renewed by
bitcoin.com
outside forces.

Gartner Group estimates the worldwide market for hyperautomation
tech will reach $596.6 billion in 2022.⁴²

One of the main enablers of direct-to-consumer sales
are new last mile delivery and fulfillment technology.
These include crowdsourced delivery companies
(with over 7 million gig workers in the U.S. alone),
DaaS (Delivery as a Service) and autonomous
delivery solutions such as drones, autonomous
delivery carts and self-driving trucks. As companies
cope with unprecedented supply chain obstacles,
these new technologies are helping get their
products directly into the hands of end users.

Bored Ape recently reached $1 billion in sales for their
NFT collection featuring drawings of apes in various
clothing and situations.⁴⁴

Runway ML allows artists to create generative art
without learning how to code.

Use of AI skyrocketed with 52% of companies accelerating AI
adoption plans during the Covid crisis and 67% expecting to
further accelerate use of AI going forward. However, consumers are
beginning to demand responsible AI usage, which only collects
necessary data, provides transparency about how data is used and
provides tools for rooting out bias within the system.⁴⁵

Truck Driving Shortages Create Supply
Chain Nightmares for Manufacturers.
The American Trucking Association estimates that the truck driver
shortage in 2021 reached a record high of over 80,000 drivers – a 30%
increase from before the pandemic.⁴⁶ The pandemic represented
a perfect storm with many drivers retiring and dropping out of the
industry just as consumer demand for delivery rose to an all-time
high. Truck drivers move 71% of the US economy’s goods. And in
2021, the dearth of drivers contributed to backlogs at US ports-creating a supply chain crisis just as retailers were clamoring to get
goods into stores before the US Black Friday deadline.

RunwayML.com

Systems That Teach Themselves Dominate.
“Generative AI” includes machine learning methods
that examine data to learn about objects or content and
uses that information to create brand new, completely
original things.
7
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Brick and Mortar Retailers and E-tailers
Alike Look to Autonomous Delivery Solutions

However, BMW is redesigning its flagship sedan, the 7-series as a
level-3 self-driving car. Other companies like Tesla and GM appear
to be sticking to level 2 (driver assist) systems for now. While truly
autonomous cars may be further out, investments in the
technology are not.⁵⁰ The market is estimated at over three trillion.
Investors seem extremely bullish on the prospects of the
technology in the coming year with AV stocks soaring in 2022 just
as EV stocks soared in 2021.⁵¹

Given the trucker shortage, increase in desire for home delivery
and the fact that consumers are spending less time on the road,
autonomous vehicle manufacturers have turned their focus to the
delivery market. And while fully autonomous long-haul trucking
is some ways away, several major companies including Daimler,
Waymo, Tesla, Embark and TuSimple are investing in and testing
their self-driving trucks. Companies are still navigating extensive
testing (with dozens of trucks running millions of miles) as well
as changing regulations. But even with these challenges, experts
believe we will see autonomous trucking in the “middle miles” (from
freeway on ramp to off ramp) in favorable climates as early as this
year.⁴⁷ Far closer are “last mile” deliveries often handled by
delivery robots and drones. Delivery drones are here (well except
in the US due to regulatory restrictions) and are 90% cheaper than
car-based services.

BMW

Irish-based Manna is currently running 2,000-3,000
flights per day delivering perfectly hot coffees and
burgers and frosty ice creams in Ireland. Manna
also has licenses for mainland Europe and will soon
be arriving in Canada. These drones can do 10 fully
autonomous deliveries an hour at a fraction of the
cost of car-based solutions.⁴⁸

A BMW concept design for the cockpit of a fully
autonomous vehicle.

Today’s vehicles serve as entertainment center,
restaurant and workspace. As the connected

flipdish.com

car market is expected to reach 76.3 million
shipments by 2023, there is tremendous opportunity for

General Motors CEO Mary Barra expressed at
GMs automaker’s investor day that she was “pretty
confident” that their Cruise vehicles will be making
deliveries and picking up passengers without drivers
by 2022.⁴⁹

brands to use audio entertainment to reach audiences
where they eat, work and live.⁵² Companies like Audacy
recognize the growing influence of the connected car
market as voice activated systems will play a prominent
role in driving customers to purchases. In the digitized
future, as voice activation becomes a common consumer

Self-driving Cars Roll Out Towards Consumers

habit, audio content in connected cars will play a
prominent role in driving customers to purchases.

Despite regulatory and testing questions, more autonomous
vehicles are beginning to roll out to consumers. Currently, only
the Honda Legend is offered with a level 3 self-driving system.
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TECH DRIVES – Greater Connectivity with Data at the Center
For the past several decades, data has driven our world. And it’s only
expected to increase from here. How we move and manage all that
data will play a key role in the year ahead.

stlpartners.com

5G Drives the Digital Mesh at the Edge
The seemingly limitless need for data is driving adoption of 5G
technology worldwide. 5G smart phone adoption is expected
to pass 500 million in 2021—over double that in 2020. By 2026 5G
subscriptions are expected to reach 3.5 billion.⁵³ Key drivers for
this uptake include greater connectivity demand from employees
working at home as well as a massive uptick in IoT devices for
health, wellness, connected home, connected cars and connected
cities. IoT requires not only the speed of 5G, but also ultra-reliable
low latency and capacity.⁵⁴ This has moved developers away from
the notion of monolithic data lakes and toward distributed data
mesh architectures. In previous media architectures, data flowed
from domains into a centrally located server, data lakes or
platform. In digital mesh, distributed business domains focus on
hosting and serving their data on the edge in an easily
consumable way.⁵⁵

Courtesy Equinix

“What we clearly see with our customers is a need for
dynamic access to reliable data. Our customers need to
quickly understand the implications of their data in order
to make quicker and better decisions” ⁵⁶
‒ Eva Fors,
Head of Google Cloud in the Nordic countries
As Microsoft is building over 100 data centers a year to meet
growing demand, the company is seeking more sustainable
methods of construction. The company is exploring near term
solutions such as hydrogen back up power as well as future
solutions including building the centers from algae bricks or
underwater.⁵⁸

Connectivity Begins at Home
While COVID-19 closures will eventually subside, the desire to
work from home seems destined to stay. Companies are
increasingly embracing a distributed enterprise model where
different employees and segments of the business can exist
anywhere. Over 26% of all US workers will work remotely through
2021 and 16% of US companies operate and hire on a fully remote
basis.⁵⁷ Having a distributed workforce has several distinct
advantages, including lower costs, happier employees, and easier
acquisition of top talent. A key lesson of the previous two
years is that if employees, and enterprises will be everywhere,
data throughput will need to follow. This is helping to drive
home 5G adoption at an incredibly high rate.

time. Changing locations is as simple as swapping the background.
Tied to remote work, these tools allow talent all over the globe to
instantly collaborate with actors, directors and other stakeholders.
Naturally this requires instant access to massive amounts of data.
Moving to the cloud and connecting with new data management
tools enables more people to collaborate from wherever they are.⁵⁹

IoT Drives Demand for Data
With a myriad of applications in health, wellness, scheduling,
management and connected homes, IoT is showing no signs of
slowing down. By 2022, consumer spending in the IoT market is
expected to reach $1 trillion—a number expected to double by 2027
to over $2 trillion. Huge advances in 5G, machine learning and AI
are enabling an ever-greater number of IoT devices (expected to
number 75 billion by 2025.) ⁶⁰ With all these devices constantly
collecting data, the amount of data to be moved and managed is
expected to reach 73 ZB by 2025. ⁶¹

Hollywood Relies on Data Centers
The same engines used to drive immersive experiences are becoming
vital content creation tools in Hollywood. Virtual Production, the
process of seamlessly combining virtual elements (such as mocap
and greenscreen stages) and physical real-world elements is vitally
important for today’s special effects-rich movies. These same
gaming engines (such as Real Engine) allow studios to film on a stage
and view virtual elements and real-world elements together in real
9
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Smart Home Tech

How big is a zettabyte? It is equivalent to
1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 [1021] bytes. To
put this in perspective if each terabyte in a zettabyte
were equivalent to a kilometer, a zettabyte would be
equivalent to 1,300 round trips to the moon.⁶²

A key announcement for 2022 is that Matter, a standard for smart
home devices is expected to roll out this year. Long a major
frustration for consumers wishing to connect all their IoT devices
together, over 200 companies including IoT giants Amazon,
Apple, Google, and Samsung have come together to support an
interoperability standard governed by the Connectivity Standards
Alliance. Customers will likely buy a single base unit hub, connect
all their IoT devices and run everything through a single app.
Competition to be that controlling app is likely to be fierce in the
coming months.⁶⁶

MeidaTek
MediaTek is bullish on Wi-Fi 7, a new standard by the Wi-Fi Alliance
that offers multi-band/multichannel aggregation and operation,
delivers higher spectrum and power efficiency, better interference
mitigations, higher capacity density and higher cost efficiency. WiFi 7 is expected to be ideal for the enterprise space as they add IoT,
IIoT and XR to their workflows. In addition, Wi-Fi 7 is optimized for
video which is expected to improve gaming, streaming and other
smart home applications within the home.⁶³

Algocare

Algocare uses AI to
customize nutrition
supplements and provide
microformulations
for each member of
the household with its
Nutrition Engine.

Expect smart ovens like LG’s ThinQ Range to be big
this year. The ThinQ range can be started, stopped,
and monitored remotely via a phone app and works
with barcoded recipe cards that automatically
manage settings for perfect food every time.

Connected Cities
Smart cities are expected to create business opportunities worth
over two trillion by 2025 with over 70% of the value coming from
over 26 smart cities in US, Western Europe, and China. This
spending will encompass 5G, robotic and autonomous
technologies. As cities grow crowded, the crowd analytics
market is expected to grow 25-30% from nearly $750 million in
2020.⁶⁷ Key market segments for connected cities include traffic
management, security, safety, connectivity and green
technologies.
ubicquia.com

UbiHub APAI is an audio-video AI that lives
atop streetlights and expands high-speed
wireless internet access and controls for
lighting within cities.
LG.com

Connected Home 2022
Connected home or smart home will continue to flourish in 2022.
Key market segments are likely to include wireless security devices
(combining lighting, alarms and closed circuit cameras in a single
interface), smart appliances (controlled via voice access), efficiency
sensors (especially those that track energy usage), health
management systems (utilizing sensor driven IoT wellness
wearables), robotic helpers (like vacuum cleaners, weeders,
mowers and cooking systems) and of course, lighting.⁶⁴ Televisions
are expected to remain the hub not only for entertainment,
but also, for health, scheduling, finances and more. New
interoperability standards like Matter are likely to drive demand for
home IoT devices which new research from Parks Associates
indicates currently includes just 36% of US broadband
households.⁶⁵

Audacy defines voice commands plus the
limitless power of the cloud plus 5G as the
perfect storm for turning information into action.
Consumers can simply say the word “milk” in the kitchen
to have it delivered to their door. More and more devices
will have built in verbal alerts. Soon your car will not only
tell you that you need a new front left tire, but also let
you know where to find the best deal on a replacement
near your current location.⁶⁸
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